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My Father's Legacy - His Story ... His Words e-Book With 5 Bonus Gifts! OLIN Proudly Presents A

Special Joint Venture Edition Of "My Father's Legacy - His Story ... His Words" e-Book With 5 Bonus

Gifts! The age old adage, "still waters run deep", is more than true in regards to our 'strong but silent' type

Fathers'. If we don't make a contemplative effort to ask thoughtful questions, we may never realize and/or

appreciate the hidden wealth of knowledge within. This unique, special edition e-book has been

masterfully crafted to effortlessly probe deeply into our Father's psyche to produce inspirational, heart

warming stories and eternal wisdom. This noble undertaking will create a beautiful, ageless and enduring

heritage you will be able to share with your children and many, many generations to come! The gift of

money or anything of SPECIAL VALUE handed down from the past or from one generation to the next.

How many times have we all wondered, "did my Dad ever do such and such when he was a boy?" Or

"what was it about Mom that attracted Dad in the first place?" Whenever we do make the effort to ask

these types of questions, we are amazed at the heartfelt answers, which serve to warmly entertain us.

However, more important, they serve to help us truly understand their hard-earned life lessons and

eternal insight. There is a wealth of valuable information available, all we must do is to ask. However, we

don't ask often enough. We're sure that you agree and therefore we don't have to go into long and

arduous ramblings about the value of creating your Father's lasting legacy for future generations. Too

many of us have learned the hard way and now it's too late to ask or record Dad's insights. Don't lose the

precious insight and flavor of your Father's life experiences, time is truly too short for many. It's not only

essential to you but even more so for your children's, children. Nothing can tickle a grandchild

'funny-bone' more than a silly story told by grandpa about a time he got into trouble with his Dad when he

was a boy! Time, illness and the like, rob too many every day of their Father's lasting legacy. My Father's

Legacy - His Story ... His Words e-Book' To The Rescue! Our intent with this e-book is to not only identify

this noble endeavor, but to also provide the correct environment for the free-flow of ideas and forgotten
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memories. Most of our modest, 'strong but silent' Father's would never think of sitting down and writing

their personal biography. However, when presented within the environment of a gift, along with the

carefully crafted wording of probing questions within a precise order; the result is not only an amazingly

beautiful piece of art but also a lasting legacy of your Father's biography. Combine the idea of a unique,

special, yet affordable gift for that 'hard to buy for' guy with the creation of a lasting legacy that will be

treasured for many generations to come... You simply can't go wrong! PERIOD! This e-book is truly that

one-of-a-kind gift that keeps on giving, All year long and even for many years to come! BONUS Material

'The Art Of Giving' e-book by Rachel Webb. All the tips and tricks to help make this holiday season

special and blessed. EXE. format. '365 Daily Success Quotes' by Lion Publications. Our Gift to you to

keep your up coming year at the "holiday peak of excitement' level with a different daily quote from some

of the 'masters of success'. EXE.format. 'Family Tree Encyclopedia' A search engine program with a list

of (10) sites to aid your genealogy and legacy project(s). Makes a great place to begin. Updated EXE

format. 'OLIN'S Start-up Genealogy Chart Package. Invaluable charts to assist your genealogy and family

tree project(s). PDF format.
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